ALUMNI
CLASS NOTES

BABIES

Daniel Bruckner ’00 and Ali Bruckner welcomed Blake Helen on May 27, 2021.


Max Williger ’04 and Jennifer Williger welcomed Madeline Lynn Williger on February 3, 2021.


Lindsay Levitt Powell ’00 and Brad Powell welcomed Layla Jane on March 29, 2021.
While we are not able to hold a reunion this year, we will be organizing one for classes ending in 0, 1, 5, and 6 once we are able to gather in person. In the meantime, please enjoy a celebratory video for these classes by visiting campbellhall.org/reunion.
friends for good

VIRTUAL CLASS HANGOUTS

During the pandemic, alumni stayed connected virtually through Zoom hangouts and CH athletics-themed gatherings.


**Class of 1999** - February 27: Steve Kim, Christine Kirk, Amy Hunt, Emily (Urich) Notaro, Philip Suh, Phillip Lee, Sam Lembeck, Mili Patel, and Gary Glushon.

**Class of 1999** - February 6: Megan McCord, Pete Robbins, Starshine Roshell, Nick Arenson, and Matt Atchity.

**Class of 2004** - February 16: Kate Csiki, Daron Moore, Lauren Kabakoff, Nicole Finkelstein, Sarah Manuwal, and Karen Calderon.

(Not pictured)

**Football**

**Football Hangout** - April 22: Nathan Brown ’06, Bernard Dillard ’10, Brandon Scott ’06, Jonathon Culmer ’06, Raffi Tachdjian ’87, and Sam Pechin ’06.

**Baseball**

EVENTS

Tokyo-bound Olympians! Two Campbell Hall alumni are set to take part in the upcoming Summer Olympics in Tokyo. Congratulations to Jrue Holiday ’08 who was selected to be a part of the USA Men’s Basketball team and Nick Wagman ’91 who was selected to be a reserve rider for the USA Dressage team. We will all be rooting for these exceptional athletes!

On March 6 Campbell Hall celebrated the 20th Anniversary of our beloved Gospel Concert! The incredible talent of our current students was on display along with over 40 alumni who participated in the Alumni Choir and inspired viewers with their rendition of “Brighter Day” by Kirk Franklin. Additional photo on page 70.

VIRTUAL VISITS

CH alum Evan Bowser ’15 guest taught an interactive lesson on Geographic Information System (GIS) in Mr. Frank’s CHAI Environmental Science honors classes.

Sophia Yurdin ’16 visited the CH Evergreens high school club which is dedicated to promoting schoolwide sustainability initiatives and education.

Robert Ford ’07, a Licensed Marriage and Family Therapist, and Nicole Osborne (Tolbert) ’12, a Licensed Clinical Mental Health Counselor Associate, both spoke with CH basketball players to give them tools to help alleviate stress and anxiety and find balance during these tumultuous times.

Samy Harbert ’13, a psychotherapist, was the speaker for the 6th Annual Alumni Chapel during which she shared some coping mechanisms and strategies for dealing with the ongoing pandemic.

Read more about these virtual alumni visits on pages 29, 30, and 97.

PASSINGS

Marli McLaughlin Bennewitz ’71 (Argyll) passed away April 2020.

WEDDINGS

Phoebe Heit Leader ’09 and Mark Rafla wed on April 30, 2021 in Palm Desert.

90s Trivia Night - February 21: Campbell Hall hosted a virtual 90s Trivia Night with BeKindRewind.com. A fun time was had by all!